Song: What Do You See?

When you open me up
And you look into my eyes
Read me like a book
Read between the lines

Tell me you find
When you read between the lines.
Tell me with your eyes
What do you see?

Well I had a teacher.
She said to me:
“Careful when you wear your
feelings on your sleeve.
She looked my way.
She looked inside
She was reading between the lines.

When you open me up
You look into my eyes
Read me like a book
Read between the lines
Tell me what you find
When you read between the lines
Tell me with your eyes
What do you see?

So many colors.
In the deep blue sea.
There’s so many fish; they’re swimming straight to me
time is short.
It’s time to realize
To stop lookin at the words, read between the lines

When you open me up
You look into my eyes
Read me like a book
Read between the lines
Tell me what you find
When you read between the lines
Tell me with your eyes
What do you see?

When you’re lookin at me
What do you see?
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